New Ideas in Hearing 2012

Map & Practical information

The workshop will be held in the Ecole Normale Supérieure (45 rue d'ulm, 75005 Paris), in the theatre Dussane (enter the Ecole Normale Supérieure by the main entrance – in front of the red bookmark – take the first corridor on the left, the theatre is at the end of the corridor on the left).

The closest subway stations are: Luxembourg (RER B; 🚇), Place Monge and Censier - Daubenton (M7; 🚇), Cardinal Lemoine (M10; 🚇).
The closest bus stations are Feuillantes (lines 21 and 27; 🚌1), Saint Jacques - Gay Lussac (lines 21 and 27; 🚌2) and Luxembourg (lines 21, 27, 38, etc…; 🚌3).
All these stations are at a walkable distance of the Ecole Normale Supérieure.

Rooms have been booked in 4 hotels near the Ecole Normale Supérieure:
- Hotel des Jardins du Luxembourg (5 Impasse Royer Collard, 75005 Paris; 📍1)
  http://www.les-jardins-du-luxembourg.com/ - 0033 1 40 46 08 88
- Hotel des 3 collèges (16 rue Cujas, 75005 Paris; 📍2)
  https://www.3colleges.fr/fr/ - 00 33 1 43 54 67 30
- Hotel de France (108 rue Monge, 75005 Paris; 📍3)
  http://www.paris-hotel-defrance.com/ - 00 33 1 47 07 19 04
- Hotel Perreyre (63 rue Madame, 75006 Paris; 📍4)
  http://www.perreyve-hotel-paris-luxembourg.com/ - 00 33 1 45 48 35 01

The closest cash machines are also indicated in the map (💰).
Directions

If arriving by plane
Aéroport Charles de Gaulle (Roissy)
Subway/RER (easiest): The RER B will easily take you the station Luxembourg, which is very close of the workshop venue and of all the hotels. In the airport, follow the signs "Paris by train" to reach the RER B. A single ticket cost about 9 euros (tickets are easy to buy in the airport), the journey last about 45 minutes, there are trains each 10 minutes between 5am and 12pm. Be carefull for the return: all the trains don't go to the airport, a list of the stations in which the train will stop is available on the platform (look up!).
Taxi: Many taxis are available at the airport, all day long. Taxis are officially marked by a sign on the roof (saying "TAXI"). The journey between the airport and the workshop venue cost between 40 and 60 euros (you might be charged for supplementary passengers or luggage), and last between 30 minutes and one hour.
Aéroport Orly
Bus (easiest): The "OrlyBus" will take you to the subway/RER station "Denfert-Rochereau" (on RER B, at 3 stops of the station Luxembourg, which is very close of the workshop venue and of all the hotels). A single ticket cost about 7 euros (tickets can be bought in the bus with cash, or in the airport by card), the journey last about 30 minutes, there are trains each 10 minutes between 6am and 12pm.
Taxi: Many taxis are available at the airport, all day long. Taxis are officially marked by a sign on the roof (saying "TAXI"). The journey between the airport and the workshop venue cost between 25 and 40 euros (you might be charged for supplementary passengers or luggage), and last between 20 and 45 minutes.

If arriving by train
Gare du Nord
The RER B will easily take you the station Luxembourg, which is very close of the workshop venue and of all the hotels. A single ticket cost about 2 euros (tickets are easy to buy in the station), the journey last about 15 minutes, there are trains each 5 minutes between 5am and 12pm.
Gare de l'Est
The RER B is stopping at Gare du Nord (see above), which is at a walkable distance of Gare de l'Est (and well indicated). Otherwise, the subway line 4 will take you to chatelet where you can catch the subway lines stopping around the hotels/conference venue (7, 10) so as the RER B.